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Complete each sentence with a participle adjective (present or past) formed

from the verb given.

Participle Adjectives

Thomas, the

(distinguish)

musician, is writing an autobiography.1)

Martha saw Kim sitting2) . (bore)

Ariana would never serve

(burn)

3) cupcakes to her friends.

Kevin collected twenty

(discard)

4) plastic bottles today.

5) to working hard, Charlie didn’t !nd the job tiring.

(use)

talking to a child. (look)

6) at the crowd outside the toy store, Stephen saw her

The news was

hearing it. (overwhelm)

8) , and Fiona jumped with joy on

The loud noises made by the farm animals at the barn were9)

to Simon. (surprise)

7) hungry, Harry decided to peek inside the

refrigerator to !nd something delicious. (feel)

10) with her chores, Ellie decided to sit back and 

watch a movie. (do)
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Complete each sentence with a participle adjective (present or past) formed

from the verb given.

Participle Adjectives

Thomas, the

(distinguish)

musician, is writing an autobiography.1) distinguished

Martha saw Kim sitting2) . (bore)bored

Ariana would never serve

(burn)

3) cupcakes to her friends.burned

Kevin collected twenty

(discard)

4) plastic bottles today.discarded

5) to working hard, Charlie didn’t !nd the job tiring.Used

(use)

talking to a child. (look)

6) at the crowd outside the toy store, Stephen saw herLooking

The news was

hearing it. (overwhelm)

8) , and Fiona jumped with joy onoverwhelming

The loud noises made by the farm animals at the barn were9)

to Simon. (surprise)surprising

7) hungry, Harry decided to peek inside theFeeling

refrigerator to !nd something delicious. (feel)

10) with her chores, Ellie decided to sit back and Done

watch a movie. (do)
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